
	  

	  

Congratulations!  You have made a real commitment to yourself and your 
relationship in one of the most beautiful ways. This commitment speaks volumes 
about your priorit ies of self -care and connection.   

I’m glad you’re here. 

Talking about sex and consent is not easy in relationships and yet it is one of the 
most important keys to long-term relationship satisfaction.  Use this guide to help you 
establish consent with clarity and implement powerful and passionate change in your 
sex life. 

In order to create change we must first be open to it. But in my work with clients I 
notice a few blocks often stand between us and better sex. I want to warn you about 
these in case you encounter them in this journal.  

A couple t ips to help you through the workbook: 

Take it slow  

You could choose to blow through the workbook in one sitting- but the best practice 
is to sit with it a few pages a day to let your awareness grow gently.  

The same goes for introducing your partner(s) to whatever you discover here.  Pace 
yourself and allow them time to  

Think bigger  

The single greatest limiting belief I encounter is an internal voice saying “I already 
know this.” It’s true- some of the things we will go over may be lessons you have 
heard in the past.  



	  

	  

I know if you stay open and curious you’ll find ways to integrate the lesson, and may 
learn at a deeper level this go around. Try it.  

The simple truth is we rarely take time to intentionally apply the truths 
we know of relationships to our own lives or practices.  

Instead of saying “I already know this” Ask yourself, “what can I learn from this”? 
Try to see the information from a new angle or with new appreciation each week.  

Try, try again  

A similar limiting belief can come in the form of “I already tried this” or “This won’t 
work for me” Instead, try to stay open and curious as a learner and ask yourself, 
“how can this work for me?”  

Even if you have tried something similar before, you are a different person than you 
were then- and your ability to move toward happiness may be different now.  

Challenge yourself to try it out anyway.  

Nothing is too simple 

Finally, one of the other limiting beliefs clients encounter in this work is “this is too 
simple.” Strange but true, the ease of these practices leads many of � us to take a 
relaxed approach when applying them. We think they’re too simple to make a real 
difference- and we are totally wrong.  

This worksheet is filled with tiny tweaks you can do to make real change in your 
sexual connection. But don’t let the ease fool you- staying committed to this process 
will help you get and stay clear.  

With that premise, the biggest secret to success with this tool is so simple you might 



	  

	  

roll your eyes- but try it out because it works: write it down.  Take the time to 
actually write out all of the reflections here and notice what new awareness arises. 

If you need help working through it, or want to deepen your work with a coaching 
session, do not hesitate to contact me.  I want this to be a season of strength and 
togetherness for you! 

Gina 

 

Safe Sane and Consensual 

In the BDSM community, safe, sane and consensual (SSC) are common principles 
guiding relationships and activities. 
 
The principles are that BDSM activities should be: 
 

• safe: attempts should be made to identify and prevent risks to health 
• sane: activities should be undertaken in a sane and sensible frame of mind 
• consensual: all activities should involve the full consent of all parties involved. 

 

 

“No" is a complete sentence.  
- Anne Lamott 

 



	  

	  

 

What is consent? 

Consent is a voluntary, sober, imaginative, enthusiastic, creative, wanted, informed, 
mutual, honest, and verbal agreement. 

Crit ical elements of consent: 

• Consent is an active agreement- and can be revoked or amended at any time. 
• Consent cannot be coerced. 
• Consent is a process, which must be asked for every step of the way; if you 

want to move to the next level of sexual intimacy, just ask. 
• Consent is never implied and cannot be assumed, even in the context of a 

relationship. Just because you are in a relationship does not mean that you 
have permission to have sex with your partner. 

• The absence of a "no" doesn't mean a partner consents. 
• Both people should be involved in the decision to have sex 
• Consent is an important part of healthy sexuality 

Amended from Scarleteen.com 

 

Every woman that finally figured out her worth, has picked up her 
suitcases of pride and boarded a flight to freedom, which landed 

in the valley of change.  

- Shannon L. Alder 



	  

	  

Let’s look at consent for the two of you… 

Complete the following phrases: 

When I want you to stop I will say… 

 

 

When I like what you’re doing I will say… 

 

 

When I want to check in with you I will say… 

 

 

When you want me to stop, I want to hear… 

 

 

When you like what I am doing, I want to hear… 

 

 



	  

	  

When you want to check in, I want to hear… 

 

 

Notes on my partners’ needs/interests:  

Don’t skip this step.  Actually writing down your partners’ responses will help you 
remember them when you are acting on them. 

 

 

 

 

The story of human intimacy is one of constantly allowing 
ourselves to see those we love most deeply in a new, more 

fractured light. Look hard. Risk that.  

- Cheryl Strayed 

 

 

 

 



	  

	  

Safewords 

A safeword is a code word or series of code words that are sometimes used to 
unambiguously communicate when approaching, or crossing, a physical, emotional, 
or moral boundary.  

Sometimes safewords are used to stop the scene completely, and sometimes they can 
request reduced level of intensity.  

Safewords are agreed upon before beginning a scene by all participants.  Many 
organized BDSM groups have standard safewords that all members agree to use to 
avoid confusion at organized play events.   

Some tops use specific scripts, “Tell me yes ma’am, please more, or I will stop what I 
am doing.  If I can’t hear you I will stop.” 

Often folks beginning kink use red, yellow and green to mean stop (red), slow down 
(yellow), and keep going (green).   

 

When you complete this worksheet you may want to request a safeword.   

Discuss your safeword with your partner and fi l l  in your safe 
word here: 

 

 



	  

	  

The conversation is not over 

Remember that consent changes with each new context, situation, partner, and 
environment.  So check in each time you want to engage to know what your partner 
is up for.   

Check in during and throughout your scene to be sure your partner still wants to 
consent as things are happening.   

And check in after the event by asking, “Is there anything I can do to increase 
communication, connection, or safety when we play again?”   

 

 

Anyone who is observant, who discovers the person they have 
always dreamed of, knows that sexual energy comes into play 

before sex even takes place.  

The greatest pleasure isn't sex, but the passion with which it is 
practiced. When the passion is intense, then sex joins in to 

complete the dance, but it is never the principal aim.  

- Paulo Coelho 

 

 



	  

	  

I hope this journal has helped you get some clarity about consent practices in your 
relationship.   

If you want to take this work further you might be interested in downloading the 
BDSM Checklist or the Sexy Self-Reflection Journal to make sure you know what you 
really want.  

It’s not uncommon to have this conversation bring up pretty big emotions and 
memories.  If you need help starting this conversation with your partner let me help 
you prepare in a coaching session.  You can set one up by clicking here. 


